
1 big thing: ‘3A Leadership’ will win 2022

“And remember, kiddies, keep your knees loose and your glove well

oiled.” Jean Shepherd 

⁉ What’s new in 2022: Close to two years of managing through the

pandemic’s impact on business and the economy and, now, Omicron. 

A recent survey of CEOs and CFOs finds directional disagreement on

2022’s stock market, inflation, and recession risk. 

Let’s admit that we don’t know what we don’t know.

Why it matters: Chiefs, EVPs and SVPs must ably lead the enterprise

and its stakeholders through this.

☝  My POV: This year, like no other before, you’ll have to demonstrate

what I’m calling ‘3A Leadership.’

1. Awareness: Being present, plugged-in and ready.

2. Adaptability: Being able AND willing to let go of your own

predilections in order to suit different conditions.

3. Agility: Mobilizing quickly and easily.

Big picture: Keeping your knees loose and glove well oiled means that

senior leaders had better get out of their heads and into the mix. Things

may change moment to moment. 

Get highly aligned on objectives, priorities, and values with the C-

Suite, your peers and your direct reports. No daylight between you.

Over-communicate with each constituency to maintain alignment

and to calibrate course.

Embrace improvisation and adopt a “yes, and …” posture. Be

part of the change agenda.

👉 Go deeper: My pre-pandemic take on Managing Through

Organizational Turbulence, here. 

2. When resistant lieutenants imperil your
change agenda

Speaking of 3A Leadership …

📊  By the numbers: 94% of CEOs say their business models need to

change within the next three years — but 57% fear their company isn't

adapting fast enough, per AlixPartners via Axios.

If you’re like some chiefs I encounter with this challenge, you’ll

recruit an outside candidate to come in and shake things up … or at

least, implement some concrete changes.

But, you'll neglect to set up the newcomer for success.

🖼  Big picture: The behavior of your current lieutenants will

disproportionately influence your change agenda’s success or failure.

What they say, do, don’t say or don’t do.

⚠  Sometimes, your direct reports appreciate the call for change,

but resist it when they suspect it’s their ox up for the goring. 

Case in point: A client CEO hired a new COO to, among other things,

streamline financial reporting systems across operating units. 

The veteran CFO passively resisted the upstart COO at every turn,

and the rest of the executive team closed ranks to bar the

“meddling.” 

While today it was Finance under attack, tomorrow it might be their

bailiwick.

The initiative failed and the new COO never got traction and exited.

My client never saw it coming.

After all, didn’t her team want to deliver for her?

Not outside their comfort zone, it turned out. Hard lesson.

🔑  The bottom line for CXOs: Change Leadership starts with you.

Embrace your role as Chief Change Evangelist with carrots and sticks:

1. Gauge your team’s change elasticity, upfront.

2. Charge the team with co-ownership for the change with explicit

metrics.

3. Celebrate change champions and discipline change resisters.

3. Is executive coaching overrated?

🏢  It’s hard to deny that corporate America is lousy with executive

coaches. I mean, we’re everywhere: 23,000 of us in North America

enjoying $1.3 billion in annual revenue, per ICF. 

When I left law practice to start in this field, back in 1997, it seemed

there were, maybe, ten of us.  

💭  My thought bubble: Executive coaching is remarkably effective

when deployed correctly.

Regrettably, it’s too often misprescribed.

🎯  The sweet spot for executive coaching, i.e., when the benefit is a

multiple of the cost, is where its purpose is to help a key leader become

self-aware and deliberately choose behavior(s) to optimize results.

Look for one or more of the following scenarios:

1. Realizing executive leadership potential by accelerating the

assimilation of targeted skills.

2. Critical leadership transitions like onboarding a new executive for

early traction, supporting a key promotion, and developing hi-pos.

3. Finishing School, helping a talented technical expert become a

senior leader, and enhancing the executive polish of someone rough

around the edges.

4. Launching, steering and maintaining the senior team.

⛔ My message to CXOs: don’t hire an executive coach if what you’re

really after is:

Someone else to manage a challenging direct report. If you’re

“too busy” to manage this leader, then you need the coach.

A step in preparation to terminate an underperformer. Do this

once and the next time you hire a coach, your intentions will be

suspect.

4. January pro tip: Start from the point

🗣  What they're saying: my CEO clients tell me that they have

talented SVPs who “don’t show well.” They meander, over-contextualize

and dwell on minutiae.

Despite their accomplishments and subject matter expertise,

they can’t compel others’ curiosity and attention.

⚠  Why this matters: Sound familiar? This might be why your boss

isn’t playing you in front of important audiences, e.g.,  board, industry,

media.

You can’t build your profile in the dark.

The big picture: To be CXO material, you have to frame and present

your thoughts with authority and sound like a leader.

If not, you come off like a junior up-and-comer, even though you’ve

been at this for 25 years.

Or, worse, you may seem to lack competence, intelligence or

confidence.

The bottom line: Top leaders get things done by influencing others.

Shaping opinion and mobilizing groups, departments and divisions.

📝 Follow these guidelines to sound clear, concise and confident:

1. Have a clear purpose.

2. Speak at a strategic level.

3. Have an inspiring tone.

4. Use a “net-it-out” structure.

❗ Start from the point: state your conclusion first. Bottom line it.

Then, support it.

Speak like a homepage. Let others click through to their point of

interest. 

Present the essence and stop speaking. 

👉 Go deeper: My webinar including executive influence discussion,

here.

5. Career Corner: Have you touched base?

💼  In December’s issue of SM, I lamented that many senior leaders

don’t actively navigate their own career.

They presume a tacit fairness principle at play, i.e., that their

contributions are seen and valued and that they will be rewarded

with career advancement.

Also, many bristle at the idea of networking. They complain it

feels awkward, and they fear coming off insincere and self-

promoting.

⚡ Why it matters: Personal touch points position you on the radar for

when desirable career opportunities open up.

Bottom line: It’s not called relationship “capital” for nothing. 

☝  My POV: Forget networking. Think, Touching Base.

It’s about checking in with people you find interesting and/or care

about. That’s all. 

🗓  Your assignment: It’s January! Keep this super-simple and start

now:

1. Make a list of colleagues at your current and former jobs.

2. Connect on LinkedIn.

3. Get in touch via DM or email and suggest a ”quick call to catch up.”

4. Schedule one or two per week.

I’m betting you will marvel at how plugged into the community and the

information flow you will quickly find yourself. 

👉  Go deeper: My take on “Why ‘Hustle & Hope’ is Not a Strategy for

a C-Suite Promotion" here. 
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🥂 Happy New Year and welcome back. I designed Schachter

Monthly so I can be present and useful to you. I’m delighted to start the

new year with you. 

What I know: It’s on you. Senior Business and HR Executives

shoulder their organization’s responsibilities and own its outcomes.

What I’ve found: Execs appreciate help. My clients love

straightforward insights and actionable tools & tips.

📭 Did someone forward you this email? Subscribe here to receive it

directly. 

📭 Thanks for starting 2022 with us. Please invite your friends and

colleagues to sign up for Schachter Monthly.

☃ See you in February!

Click here to unsubscribe.
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